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To the Editor: Smartphones have also changed the his phone in the dark, turn on “Night Shift”with protection

mode and go to sleep before 10:30 PM. Following our advice
exposure of human eyes to light. As all the spectral peaks
for smartphones are very similar to short-wavelength blue
[1]

strictly, he showed improvement of his eyesight after about

visible light, it is not surprising that eye damage with
smartphones has raised public concerns. In this article, we
describe one patient with suspected macular light damage
caused by the excessive use of a smartphone.

A 29-year-old male barber visitedWeifang Eye Hospital on
September 4, 2018 because of worsening blurred binocular
vision for 3 days, claiming that he was unable to work
properly. He had no other eye discomfort, and his best
corrected visual acuity was 20/50 OU. Slit lamp biomicro-
scopy revealed a normal anterior and posterior segment
with no alteration of the foveal reflex. There were no cells in
the vitreous. Fluorescein angiography, indocyanine green
angiography, and fundus autofluorescence were unremark-
able. Multifocal electroretinogram, visual evoked poten-
tials, and the 10-degree central visual field were normal.
Moreover, capillary network of macular appeared unre-
markable with optical coherence tomography angiography.
Only high-definition optical coherence tomography (OCT)
revealed foveolar disturbance, which resembled some cases
of traditional photic retinopathy [Figure 1A, B].

On the basis of preliminary exclusion of common macular
lesions, and in view of the difficulty in diagnosis, we decided
to start with a history survey. The patient was found to have
nohistory of any systemic illness, abuse of tobacco and liquor
or systemic or ocular medication, nor did he have history of
any eye disease in the family. Further history survey elicited
no experience of sun gazing or electrowelding. However,
detailed history taking revealed that he had been addicted to
using smartphone for 3 years. Apart from normal daytime
use, he was accustomed to spending 6 to 8 hours every night
on his phone, especially viewing screen in bed with lights
turned off during the night, without enabling “Night Shift”
with protection mode even in the dark.

The patient was advised to limit his time focusing on the
phone except for normal social intercourse and stop viewing
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2weeks. In the follow-upvisits of 3months, his best corrected
visual acuity improved to 20/25OU. TheOCT findings were
similar but subtler and less uneven [Figure 1C,D]. Sixmonths
after his first visit, the OCT scan showed that the sub-foveal
outer layer of the macula in both eyes almost returned to
normal [Figure 1E, F]. There were no abnormalities in other
aspectsofocular examinations [SupplementaryFigures1–10,
http://links.lww.com/CM9/A73].

Damage to the retina causedby light, especially blue light is a
well-established phenomenon either in the laboratory or in
real life.[1-7] It is widely believed that comparedwith natural
exposures with the reasonably foreseeable exposure to
optical radiation from mobile phones, the actual spectrally
weighted irradiance is lower than the natural exposures.[3]

Despite the fact that International Commission on Non-
ionizing Radiation Protection Guide has successfully
dispelled the concerns, the spectral peaks for smartphones
are very similar to short-wavelength blue visible light.[1]

Most reviews have deemed the risk to be low, but there is no
knowledge of when or if a damage threshold is reached. On
the contrary, nowadays there are millions of users depend-
ingmore andmore on themobile phone. People todaymight
spend more time viewing the phone than seeing the natural
light; moreover, reading on the phone pulls people’s eyes
very close to the phone screen.

With few such case reports of light-induced retinopathy
due to smartphones addiction issued in the world, the
diagnosis we gave to the patient was cautious and well-
thought-out. After the exclusion of known macular
diseases and a total 6 months of follow-up, we believe
our preliminary diagnosis was reasonable. Firstly, we
excluded all known macular diseases in the process of our
6-month follow-up visits. Secondly, rigorous detailed
history taking and the 6-month follow-up visits revealed
his addiction to his smartphone in the last 3 years. Finally,
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binocular lesion occurs simultaneously in the fovea
maculae, which is in line with people’s viewing habits.
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Figure 1: High-definition OCT of right (R) and left (L) eye at different stage. (A, B) R1, L1: OCT images at initial presentation display a mild irregularity and hyper-reflective area at the level of
the outer segment through macular fovea for both eyes. A blurring of EZ and IZ lines in a protuberance above the sub-foveolar RPE was noted and a small low reflection cyst was formed in the
right eye. The retinal inner layer and RPE/Bruch complex profile seems normal. (C, D) R2, L2: OCT images at 3-month follow-up. The corresponding OCT images still show a slight alteration
in the out segment, but more subtle and less uneven after 3-month follow-up. (E, F) R3, L3: OCT images at 6-month follow-up showed that the sub-foveal outer layer of the macula in both
eyes almost returned to normal. OCT: Optical coherence tomography; RPE: Retinal pigment epithelium; EZ: Ellipsoid zone; IZ: Interdigitation zone.
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The outer segment changes found by OCT coincide with
the pathologic changes of chronic light injury.[4] More
importantly, after a 6-month behavioral intervention, the
visual acuity was significantly improved to normal and
confirmed with revised OCT images.

To the best of our knowledge, this is a rare case of light-
induced retinopathy due to smartphones addiction in the
real world. Literature retrieval related to smartphones
affecting human visual acuity is currently limited to
transient smartphone “blindness.”[5] Apart from causing
confusion in diagnosis, it might not lead to people’s
concern. If the symptoms of our case are proved to be
related to recurrent, prolonged exposures to smartphone
screen, it will surely have a profound impact on both
the manufacturers and the consumers, especially when we
are one step into the era of virtual reality.
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